THIRD UPDATE - Proportional Funding Split for Graduate Tuition & Remission

In Fall 2019, EVC Simmons and I announced that as part of the Graduate Student Funding Reform:

Graduate students remain eligible for tuition and fee payments and other benefits according to the criteria of their appointment(s). The cost of the tuition and fee payments and other benefits will be charged proportionally across the funding sources of the student’s support.

We wrote to you in December of last year, letting you know that we would assemble a representative group of experts (e.g. Assistant Deans, MSOs, Student Affairs Managers, etc.) from across the University to aid us in designing how this change will be implemented. This group has been hard at work and has helped us make two important first decisions that I would like to communicate.

First, given ongoing technical limitations, the proportional split implementation will be delayed until Fall Quarter 2021.

Second, when the proportional split gets implemented this coming Fall, it will focus solely on employment-based appointments (ASE and GSR); proportional splits for fellowships will be delayed until further notice.

In the coming weeks, my team will be updating the Collab web page on graduate funding reform, which will provide much more detailed information about all matters pertaining to proportional split. In addition, my team will update the Collab web page on posting current-year GSRTF charges to financial ledgers. Please stay tuned for an announcement once these updates go live.

Thanks for your continued collaboration as we work together to design and implement this part of graduate funding reform.